Introducing

Textures® 2.0

With Synchronicity

Again the Macintosh delivers a new TeX with a revolution in human interface.

As computer power has advanced, the Macintosh has consistently been the leader in the human and humane connection to technology, and Textures has consistently led in bringing ease of use to TeX users.

First with Textures 1.0, the first truly integrated TeX system. Then with Lightning Textures, the first truly interactive TeX system. Now, with Textures 2.0 and Synchronicity, Blue Sky Research again delivers a striking advance in TeX interactivity and productivity.

With Synchronicity, your TeX input documents are reliably and automatically cross-linked, correlated, or "synchronized" with the finished TeX typeset pages. Every piece of the finished product is tied directly to the source code from which it was generated, and vice-versa. To go from TeX input directly and exactly to the corresponding typeset characters, just click.

It's that simple: just click, and Textures will take you instantly and precisely to the corresponding location. And it goes both ways: just click on any typeset character, and Textures will take you directly to the TeX code that produced it. No matter how many input files you have, no matter what macros you use, Synchronicity will take you there, instantly and dependably.

Improve Your Performance:

Get Synchronicity
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